Abstract-The hidden knowledge in social networks data can be regarded as an important resource for criminal investigations which can help finding the structure and organization of a criminal network. However such network based analysis has not been studied in an applied way and remains mostly a manual process. To assist inspectors and intelligence agencies discover this knowledge, we defined a new problem and then proposed a framework for automated network data analysis and deduction approach from multiple social networks by converting to transaction dataset, applying association mining, and statistical methods. By applying a game theory concept in a multi-agent model, we try to design a policy for knowledge discovery and inference fusion. This approach enables police stations to build and deploy P2P applications through a unified medium for finding criminals relationship and identifying suspicious guys.
INTRODUCTION
Social network analysis is now gaining more attentions in knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) with its theoretical basis, methods, social network analysis software, and researchers. Generally the analysis of social networks involves graphs and complex networks modeling to study many complex human and natural phenomena [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . In such a graph structure relationships between network users, whether in a one-way communication channel such as email exchange, or a two-way such as telephone connection, is modeled by graph edges. On the other hand, event-based graphs offer a basis for obtaining the same benefits while dealing with dynamic data regarding time of happening relationship or an event.
A common problem in criminal investigation is finding groups of related people who might have cooperated in a crime. Gathering such knowledge about the structure of a criminal network is an important matter; however, criminal network analysis has not been studied well in an applied way and still regarded as a manual process. To provide police inspectors and intelligence agencies with useful knowledge about such connections, a P2P application through a unified medium for finding criminal's relationship can be deployed for identifying suspects.
A. Contributions
In this work we first define a new problem on event-based modeling of social networks information, and then propose an effective generic mining method in multiple social networks for group discovery. Our method for analyzing criminal groups varies in different ways from previous works such as mining from multiple sources, generic event modeling, and providing a ranked result fusion list. We also proposed a multi-agent method for knowledge extraction and inference combination.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes problem definition. Some related works are pointed in section 3; the proposed systems architecture is declared in section 4; and a sample run result is dedicated to section 5. We finalize our work with a conclusion and future work part in section 6.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let multi-graph S=(P,R) represent a social network, where P is the set of persons, and R is the set of relationship indicating two persons participated in a certain event labeled by an ID e i . Basically, this event with respect to the social network type can vary from email delivery, chatting history, or tagging a photo, to a police criminal record. Apparently such a multigraph contains number of cliques with different sizes representing participation in different events. Figure 1 shows dataset modeling for a small multi-graph. be a supergraph in which P' is the set of supernodes and R' is the set of superedges. |P'| is equal to the number of events in the multi-graph. Each supernode P' i is assigned a label as the event ID, and its members are the nodes participated in the event. There exists a superedge between two supernodes if they have nodes in common and its weight represents the number of common nodes. Figure 2 shows the supergraph modeling of the social network multi-graph in Figure 1 . 
DEFINITION 2. (Cooperation factor)
In a supergraph S'=(P',R'), the cooperation factor (CF) between two supernodes P' i and P' j is defined as:
DEFINITION 3. (Cooperation distance metric)
Having a supergraph S'=(P',R'), and a list of i person, denoted as a query Q=<q 1 , q 2 ,…, q i >, a query Q=<q1, q2,…, qi>, we define the cooperation distance metric between query Q and node X* as follows. Let P i ⊂ P' be the set of supernodes in which qi (i th member of Q) belongs to, and U* be the set of supernodes contain X*. The cooperation distance (CD) is then defined as:
, where ShortestPath(S', P i , P*) is 0 if both qi and X* belong to a same supernode; and otherwise is the output of a shortest graph path algorithm between nodes Pi and P* considering weight of superedges equal to 1-CF(S',P' i ,P'*). So for example if X* belongs to a supernode which all nodes in the Q are in it, i.e., ∀i=1...|Q| ; (P' i ,P'*)∈R' then CD(S',X*,Q) = 0.
A. Problem
Having a set of n social networks S i =(P i ,R i ) and a list of i person, could be arrested by police, denoted as a query Q=<q 1 , q 2 ,…, q i >, we are interested in finding subsets of persons associated with the ones in Q, and provide a fusion list, ordered by an increasing cooperation distance, which shows probability of having persons cooperated in a crime.
B. Example
For two social networks, S1 containing 8 events and 10 persons, S1 = {{P1, P6, P5, P3, P8, P0}, {P2, P5, P9, P7}, {P3, P6, P8}, {P4, P6, P3, P5}, {P5, P4, P2, P3, P8}, {P6, P4 P9, P1}, {P7, P3, P5, P0, P8}, {P8, P1}} and S2 containing 10 events and 8 persons, S2 = {{P1, P6, P8, P5}, {P2, P4, P8}, {P3, P4, P7, P2}, {P4, P8, P3}, {P5, P1, P2}, {P6, P8, P1}, {P7, P3, P1, P4, P8}, {P8, P4, P3, P5, P7}, {P1, P4, P7, P6, P3, P5, P8}, {P2, P4, P1, P7}}, and the query Q=<P1, P4, P7>, an ordered list of relevant results would be {P5, P3}, {P5, P8, P3}, {P5, P8}, {P8, P3}, {P5, P6, P8, P3}, {P5, P6, P8}, {P5, P6, P3}, {P9, P6}, and etc., respectively as the cooperation distances for these subsets forms a semi-increasing sequence as 0.43122, 0.44214, 0.4509, 0.44425, 0.45477, 0.46486, 0.45170, 0.47378.
III. RELATED WORK
Many previous works in data mining have studied graph structured data analysis in different ways [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Criminal network analysis as a specific case has also been a matter of concern in the past decade. In [10] a concept-space approach was used to extract criminal relations from the incident summaries and create a likely network of suspects. Co-occurrence weight measured the relational strength between two criminals by computing how frequently they were identified in the same incident. They used hierarchical clustering to partition the network into subgroups and the block-modeling approach to identify interaction patterns between these subgroups. They also calculated centrality measures of degree, betweenness, and closeness, to detect key members in each group. In another research [11] a framework for automated criminal network analysis and visualization was proposed that includes the major stages of a network analysis process: network creation, network partition, structural analysis, and network visualization. The authors also developed a system called CrimeNet Explorer, which has structural analysis functionality to detect subgroups, to identify between-group interaction patterns, and to identify central members of subgroups. However, their system has some limitations such as using a very simplistic concept space approach, only considering criminal-criminal relationships and not relations such as locations, weapons, vehicles, and organizations, and not considering a time dimension to the system. A tool was described in [12] which compiled a criminal profile out of the four important factors describing a criminal career for each individual offender: frequency, seriousness, duration and nature. These profiles were compared on similarity for all possible pairs of criminals using a new comparison method. They developed a specific distance measure to combine this profile difference with crime frequency and the change of criminal behavior over time to create a distance matrix that describes the amount of variation in criminal careers between all couples of perpetrators. In [13] authors provided mining cross-graph quasi-cliques technique which is generalized from several interesting applications such as cross-market customer segmentation and joint mining of gene expression data and protein interaction data. They solved a similar problem as ours in a sense of joint mining of multiple data sets to discover interesting, novel, and reliable patterns which cannot be obtained solely from any single source. The problem of mining cross-graph quasi-cliques is to find the complete set of cross-graph quasi-cliques that each has at least minimum size threshold vertices. For this #P-complete 1 problem, authors develop an efficient algorithm, Crochet, to mine cross-graph quasi-cliques. However, their work does not provide a ranking of subsets of related nodes with respect to a query of persons as in our case.
Social networks can be regarded as temporal interactions or event based cascading communication [14] , [15] . Some works [16] , [17] , has theoretically studied communication times among nodes but not considering real-world datasets, while some extended such work by analyzing email datasets [18] . Recently we are enabled to get data about many aspects of human behavior such as data on people's use of the phone [19] , people's mobility around a city [20] or a campus site [21] , and interactions in a group [22] . Such available resources would help social network scholars to use emulations instead of simulations, for studies in the filed of social complex networks [23] . Related works are still in progress; however, previous ideas are not precisely proper for our defined problem. Lacking event-based idea, and not providing ranking for subsets results, motivated us for a new approach.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
We assume that there exists a relationship between two people if they have participated in the same event. Regarding the problem definition in section 2-A, at first glance it seems that the solution is an easy intersection finding among neighbors of the query node set in the graph, however, this can not provide us with a suitable suspicion list. In other words, such an algorithm just gives us a set of nodes without any order while here we are interested in having sorted list of subsets based on some probability. Here we are interested in returning sets of persons, not individual ones, and also we rank them in the final list. On the other hand providing all subsets of a big social network structure has a high complexity and seems inefficient to compute all CD metric for 2 n subsets. Also in the context of social network analysis, Frequent Sub-graph Mining methods are not applicable for our problem model since we are not going to find any repeated clique pattern as each person is a unique entity in comparison to applications such as chemical networks or bioinformatics.
To solve the problem defined in section 2-A, we propose a three-phase algorithm, similar to our previous work [5] . The system described in [5] presents a hierarchical knowledge discovery process in a heterogeneous data grid environment.
1 #P is a complexity class which is the set of counting problems associated with the decision problems in the set NP. A problem is #P-complete if and only if it is in #P, and for any NP machine, the problem of computing its number of accepting paths can be reduced to this problem. [Wikipedia] Although the proposed mechanism is suitable for multi-expert systems design, which was applied to build distributed diseases diagnosis system, some ideas such as game theory modeling of knowledge presentation and Dempster-Shafer combination approach come handy in our problem.
A.
Algorithm and system design At the first phase, by converting social network multi-graph into a relation of event-based transactions, as shown in figure  1 , we take advantage of association rules mining algorithm to provide frequent item sets. Note that frequent item sets mining process is different from frequent sub-graph mining as we mentioned earlier. In this step, frequent item sets help us producing rules for the next phase. In the second phase we take advantage of First Order Logic (FOL) structure for inference procedure since FOL is a suitable approach to model a knowledge-base and apply inference based on it. In a sense, this step provides us an inference engine to retrieve answer out of a query. To meet so we need to build a knowledge-base in which the query Q (those who have been arrested by police in our special case) represent its Facts and extracted association rules represent its Rules. Then a forward chaining mechanism will give us some results from each social network. Finally in the third phase Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence would be applied to provide the fusion list ordered by relevancy.
Due to the distributed property of our problem (mining in multiple networks) and also need for parallel computing to fasten processing, we decided to use multi-agent architecture. Our proposed multi-agent system, depicted in figure 3 , contains four different types of agents, each of which having its own characteristics as the followings:
Association Rules Miner Agent (ARMA): ARMAs are used to discover useful association rules and convert them to First Order Logic (FOL) to be included in the local IA knowledge base. The local IA is the one which is responsible for its local site ARM agents.
Broker Agent (BA): This agent will deliver the query from user to Inference Agents. The query is in the form of facts to be included in IA knowledge base.
Inference Agent (IA): Inference Agents use FOL based rules gathered by ARMAs, FOL based facts from BA, and apply the inference mechanism (here forward chaining) and return their inference result to the response agent.
Response Agent (RA):
This agent is responsible for showing the result of retrieved information by collecting IAs results, combining them using Dempster-Shafer method, and then writing them on the screen ordered by relation percentage.
B.
ARM Agent Behavior ARM agents start rule mining by applying the well-known Apriori algorithm [24] . The algorithm computes the frequent itemsets in the database through several iterations. Iterations i computes all frequent i-itemsets (itemsets with i elements). Two main parameters here are MinSup and MinCon, which denote minimum acceptable support and confidence values respectively. Since setting these parameters appropriately is known to be a hard problem, in most practical cases they are set to 50%. In this work we show how to find a better threshold using a simple game theory mechanism. Game theory provides us with the mathematical tools to understand the possible strategies that utility-maximizing agents might use for decision making process. In an n-player games, the Nash equilibrium, is a set of strategies such that, given that for all I player i plays strategy s i , no player j can get a higher payoff by playing a strategy other then s j [25] . A classic example for equilibrium point is two prisoners dilemma (PD), in which there are two prisoners kept in separated cells. If both confess they would be sentenced three years in jail. If one confesses and the other one does not, the first one goes four years in jail and another one would release, and if none of them confess they would stay in prison for a less important crime for one year. We will use the same idea to set MinCon and MinSup for ARMAs. Consider a game in which players aim at publishing at least one paper in a multiconference anyway possible. We also assume players are multi expert so they can publish in different fields. Also we know that in each field only a limited number of papers would be accepted. As a result each player tries to submit any paper in any field he can, and with any quality! So if another player does not present a paper in a particular field that the other one did, he would have 100% chance of acceptance in contrast with the one who did not proposed. However, if both players submit papers since we have no information about the quality, there would be an equal 50% chance for each player. Intuitively the game equilibrium would be the case in which each player submits any paper and with any quality. This scenario is somehow the same as our case. If each ARM agent only provides rules of associations among people in a social network with high MinSup, low support rules will be disregard while they might be very important in the final result since IA receives these rules and take the ones with the max support and confidence in case of same set of rules from different ARM agents. Thus in such a game model, ARM agent will not get any payoff if can not present any amount of knowledge about an association rule. This is considered by choosing a suitable MinCon and MinSup. Proof. Let A be the payoff for mutual knowledge presentation, B the payoff for the presenter and D for not-presenter in case one presents and the other does not, and C the payoff when both do not present. In case A, both players receive a reward of 50% which is chance of presenting their work. In case B, the one who presented the knowledge would get 100% and the other player receives the payoff 0%; and in case C both players receive payoff 0%. According to equilibrium condition in PD, certain following conditions must hold: B ≥ A ≥ C ≥ D and the reward for A should be greater than the average of the payoff for the B and the D; i.e., the A ≥ (D+B)/2 and we see our model yields these equations; therefore it has equilibrium, as in PD.
This mechanism assures that all ARMAs propose extracted rules from transactions containing distinct itemset with any amount of sup and conf and if found one with higher sup and conf values, consider the new one. The ARMA game matrix in figure 4 shows agents payoff.
Do not present knowledge
Present knowledge 100% -0% 50% -50% Present knowledge 0% -0% 0% -100% Do not present knowledge 
C.
Inference Agent Behavior The extracted association rules from ARMAs will be sent to IAs with their corresponding support and confidence. These rules plus the fact query sent by the BA will construct the IA knowledge base. By this time agents are able to inference results. There are two main methods of reasoning when using inference rules, forward chaining and backward chaining. Forward chaining is a data-driven method which starts with the available data and uses inference rules to extract more data until reaching a goal. Backward chaining, on the other hand, is goal-driven and starts with a list of goals and works backwards from the consequent to the antecedent to see if there is data available that support consequents. Expert systems often use backward chaining; however, due to our data-driven model, we used forward chaining. The forward chaining starts by adding new fact F to the knowledge base and finds all conditional combinations having F in assumption.
D.
Response Agent Behavior The response agent finally obtains all results from IAs and then combines them using Dempster-Shafer theory. These results will be then proposed to the user in an ordered list according to their relevancy. The Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory of evidence was first introduced by Dempster (1968) [26] and then extended by Shafer (1976) [27] . This theory is actually an extension to classic probabilistic uncertainty modeling. Whereas the Bayesian theory requires probabilities for each question of interest, belief functions allow us to base degrees of belief for one question on probabilities for a related question. In information retrieval the uncertainty occurs in three cases regarding relation of a document to a query: existence of 
Dempster's rule of combination is a generalization of Bayes' rule which emphasizes the agreement between multiple sources and ignores all the conflicting evidence by a normalization factor. Since confidence value in association rules implies how reliable a rule is, we can consider the normalized value of the confidence as a partial belief amount and therefore the BPA for the focal elements, which are the users set, in our model are:
Let m 1 and m 2 are the BPAs in a frame of discernment. The combination BPA is then calculated in the following manner: 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Since we did not have access to real-world criminal interaction dataset, instead we take advantage of similar collaborations but among professors and students. In order to show the mining process in our system, we used SBNS Datasets from the Auton Laboratory of the School of Computer Science in Carnegie Mellon University 2 . We chose Institute Data, consist of set of records of collaborations between professors and students collected from publicly available web pages listed on Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute's web site. The dataset contains 3,342 people, 5,152 recors, 2.77 Avg people/record, and 4.24 Avg record/person. To simulate multiple social networks, we divided these records into two datasets containing 1/3 and 2/3 of original records. After extracting association rules by ARMAs, knowledge bases would be generated by the IAs. In the next step, the broker agent delivers queries Q1, Q2, and Q3 separately to each IAs as facts to be added in the knowledge base: Table 1 . The graph in figure 6 , shows average ranking for these three queries with respect to cooperation distance metric which indicates our system provides reasonable ranking based on the proposed approach and our defined metric.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A new social network mining method for analyzing criminal groups was investigated in term of using social relation data. The idea varies in different ways from previous works such as mining from multiple sources, generic event modeling, and providing a ranked result fusion list. We proposed a multi-agent architecture involving game-theory modeling for competitive knowledge extraction and DempsterShafer inference combination. A simulation was done on a real-world dataset and the final ranked list with respect to cooperation distance indicates our system provides a reasonable ranking based on the proposed approach and the defined metric. In this work, we just focus on multi-graphs with events as label however a future work can be a real temporal graph considering sequence of incidents.
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